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The Motivation of the Sign
ROSALIND RRAUSS

Perhaps we should start at the center of the argument, with 
a reading of a papier colle by Picasso. This object, from the 
group dated late November-December 1912, comes from 
that phase of Picasso’s exploration in which the collage 
vocabulary has been reduced to a minimalist austerity. 
For in this run Picasso restricts his palette of pasted mate 
rial almost exclusively to newsprint. Indeed, in the papier 
colle in question, Violin (fig. 1), two newsprint fragments, 
one of them bearing h dispatch from the Balkans datelined 
TCHATALDJA, are imported into the graphic atmosphere of 
charcoal and drawing paper as the sole elements added to 
its surface.

Or should this rather be described as one piece of news 
print? For what there is to be noticed about this material, 
first and foremost, is that it comprises two halves of a 
single planar segment, the jigsaw-like edges of each sec 
tion of which announce the way they could be recon 
nected. And further, in their very condition of being, self- 
evidently, two pieces of a single puzzle, the two fragments 
signal something more: that their present placement 
within the field of the collage has resulted not simply from 
their having been scissored apart and transported to sepa 
rate sites on the visual field, but rather that one of them 
has had to be flipped so that what it now shows as its front 
was originally its reverse. And this is to say that when 
these shards from the material world fluttered onto the 
aesthetic surface of the drawing they did so most conspic 
uously by 
and a back.

Now if the evocation of the backs of objects, the achingly 
beautiful turn of a nude or a bottle’s shoulder into the place 
where vision ends and touch begins, has been the glory of 
painting from the Renaissance onward, this very turning 
was what was squarely at issue in Cubism. For in its 
developing. Analytic years, the Cubism of Picasso and 
Braque pronounced the impenetrable frontality of the pic 

/ 1. Pablo Picasso. Violin. Paris, after December 5, 1912. Pasted 
paper and charcoal, 24% x 18V2" (62x47 cm). Daix 524. Musee 
National d’Art Moderne, Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris. Gift of 
Henri Laugier. (Color plate, P&B, p. 261, top)

torial surface more obstinately and resolutely than had 
any style before it, so that the little areas of modeled form 
that heave into relief like so many swells on the surface of a



lake, hit the shoals of the picture support with a final 
ity that could only dissipate their energies into a la 
teral spread, never implying a further plumhmg of that 
support into a space behind. Modeling in this sense 
becomes the empty trappings of an illusionist system more 
and more divorced from the business of illusionism, a 
business we could describe as giving us access through 
the vehicle of sight to reality in all its carnal fullness- 
to its weight and density, to its richness and texture, 
to its heat and vaporousness, to the evanescence of its 
very perfume. By igu *e asceticism of the intermit- 
tencies of Cubist light and shade had almost totally re 
nounced the possibility that the two dimensions of the 
visual field could ever afford its viewer direct and unmedi 
ated access to that other world of tactile completeness, the 
world that bodies inhabit hut vision only registers by 
meajis of so many flat and frontal pictures on the retinal

plane of the eye.
Collage represents the point of no return within this 

^ process. With its evacuat^from the pictorial field ofwnro 
upon wave ofmodeling^^e cacophony of slightly c^ed 
planes, collage complrtely ironed out the fabric of fl^sion- 
ism, rendering the object’s ex^ence within the visual 
field as ineiorablyTKt a5aninsecLcrushedbetween^

__ —------- — ■ .. I__ j_______ __ 4-V»-1panes'oT glass.J^othing can be seen to turn within the vise 
of this frontal”display; no rotation, no obliquity, no slide 
from luminous highlight into tl^ool of shadowed depths. 
In collage in general suchjrpitoyis^ecured by the way 
the paper elements glued to the surface of the sheet are 
literally foursquare upon that surface, an inevitable result 
of their actual flatness. But in the geometry of Picasso’s 
very first series of papiers colles we can see how specifi 
cally this frontality is insisted upon, for there the violins 
face is figured by a square of paper whose flat-footed 
parallelism with the surface it joins is underscored by the 
.rigid geometries of its alignments with other paper rec 
tangles in the field (see Daix 517-519; and Musical Score
and Guitar, fig. 2). ■■ a a

Now the Violin from after December 3, 1912 is indeed
one of these early works, though unlike the very first 
of them patches of modeling are readmitted to the 
space, albeit not enough to break the grip of the two- 
dimensionality established by the newspaper silhouette 
with the Tchataldja report. That silhouette which both 
locks the notched contour of the violin into the white of the 
paper abutting it and lines up its own rectilinear left 
edge with the vertical, charcoal slash that declares the 
right-hand side of the objeet, creates at one and the same 
time a powerful reading of the flatness of the object as

material and of its foursquareness as shape. In its material 
condition-that is to say, newspaper-it produces the vio 
lin as an unbendingly opaque fagade; and in its formal 
aspect—that is, one rectangular shape centered within 
the other oblong of the drawing sheet as a whole-it 
secures the instrument’s frontality as a kind of visual ab 
solute For the very flatness which banishes all three- 
dimensionality from the field of the image declares the 
total presence of the two-dimensional shape to vision; held 
firmly parallel to the plane of the retina, the frontal shape 
is unassailable in its availability to the visual sense; it is 
nowhere dependent on the synthesis of the sense of vision 
with the sense of touch. If we can say that touch is literally 
absent to the field of vision, that it is what must be inferen- 
tially added to the pictorial image in order to produce the 
illusion of depth-and this is what perceptual psychology 
through the late nineteenth century was saying‘-then in 
the visual fields of these collages there is no absence, since 
no illusioned depth distracts us from the pure frontality of 

the visual screen.
No absence in the visual field. But the collages do indeed 

open another field in which absence is the essence_of 
meaning. And that field has properly to be called pro^ 

linguistic.
"^For theTinguistic sign, absence is not whaLdepletes^d

2. Pablo Picasso. Musical Score and Guitar. Paris, autumn 1912. 
Pasted and pinned paper on cardboard, 16^4X18^8" (42.5x48 
cm). Daix 520. Musee National d’Art Moderne, Centre Georges 
Pompidou, Paris. Bequest of Georges Salles. (Color plate, P&B,

p. 257)
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saps the system of representation, but rather what makes it 
possible. Words operate in the absence of their referents; 
indeed they can be said to outrun the limits of those refer 
ents even when the referents themselves are present to the 
pronouncement of the word that names them. We can say 
the word depth pointing over the side of a boat into the sea, 
or indicating the darkness of a shade of blue, or calling 
attention to the tone of someone’s voice, or remarking the 
profundity of an argument. In each case the meaning of 
the word is not limited to the positivity of the element to 
which we point. Depth takes its place in a system of op 
positions in which it always operates against markers of 
shallowness, of lightness, of highness, of banality. Like 
any other word, depth is not the name of a property but the 
marker in a network of relationships, relationships which 
the structuralists term a “paradigm,” relationships pro 
duced by language not as a set of names, but as a system.^ 
And it is this system that resonates behind the word as it is 
invoked in the total absence of anything to which it might, 
visually, refer.

Depth is indeed the absent element called into the field 
of experience, if not into the field of vision, by collage’s 
increasing control of a kind of sign that moves very close 
to being linguistic. For if Cubism could not produce the 
illusion of depth as present, collage honored its absence 
through summoning it as a meaning—a signified—that 
would be inscribed on the pictorial surface. “Depth” 
would be written on this field the way e a t  me  or d r in k  me  

was written on the objects Alice stumbled onto in Wonder 
land. It would be the signified of a signifier that would not 
figure it forth like an image—or what the semiologist calls 
the iconics^gn—but would produce it through an arbitrary 
set of marks—the kind of signifier which the semiologist 
terms a symbol.^ The earliest and most abiding form of 
this inscription is to be found in the /-holes of the collage’s 
violin. These/s, so blatantly disparate in size and thick 
ness, are what Picasso creates as the suspended emblem of 
foreshortening, of a plane’s turning away from full view 
into depth so that as it turns its two identical incisions 
grow steadily unequal within our field of vision. Lifted 
from the foreshortened surface of a depicted violin to 
remain, like the smile of the Cheshire cat, a detached and 
weightless phantom, these wildly mismatched /s take 
their place on the insistently frontal plane of the collage’s 
violin not to dispute that frontality in the field of vision but 
instead to inscribe it with the pronouncement of a depth 
nowhere to be seen. Become a symbol, they write of the 
instrument’s body, of its turning in Space, of its voluptuous 
fullness with the same loving irony as Jasper Johns—

3. Pablo Picasso. Siphon, Glass, Newspaper, and Violin. Paris, 
after December 3, 1912. Pasted paper and charcoal, i8VaX24®/8" 
(47 X 62.5 cm). Daix 528. Moderna Museet, Stockholm. (Color 
plate, P£B, p. 262)

lA. s ('c

stroking the words b l u e  and y e l l o w  and r e d  onto nearly 
monochromatic passages of paint—would write a half- 
century later of the color he dared not display. And this 
inscription of /depth/, once invented, joins Picasso’s 
working vocabulary.4 Again and again he uses it for the 
same, evocative purpose (see Siphon, Glass, Newspaper, 
and Violin [fig. 3]; Bowl with Fruit, Violin, and fVineglass 
[P£B, p. 270]; and Daix 529, 573).

Now if one half of the newspaper element in Violin func 
tions to create the intractable ground of flatness and front 
ality against which to inscribe the sign /depth/, the other 
half interlocks with it as back to front. And this, within the 
incredible economy of the work, serves several inter 
related purposes. On the one hand we can see it heighten 
ing the poignancy of the way depth is absent in the collage, 
since it enacts, as an action now vanished, the very gesture 
which originally produced it as the reverse of its partner. 
On the other, we could say that in conjuring up a turning 
which is simply the flipping of a flat page from one frontal 
position to another, the gesture already heralds the re 
duced condition of a plenitude no deeper than a sheet of 
paper. Thus in being the reverse side of the element that 
locates the violin’s front, the second element not only is 
literally the paper’s back but establishes the notion of 
/back/ or /behind/ as something that must necessarily 
take place in the dismantled and splayed planarity of the 
collage surface. Yet this marker of the nether side of the

A>ol'

of
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front plane of the violin galvanizes its very material sur 
face into the marker of quite another sort of/behind/. For 
it is extremely clear that the same newsprint which under 
scores the opacity and physical resistance of the instru 
ment’s body is manipulated in the guise of its twin to break 
up into the intermittency of a buzz of black lettering on 
white paper and thereby to mimic the draftsman’s various 
ways of creating the illusion of atmosphere and of light. We 
might think of the scumbled passages of Rembrandt, or 
the flecked highlights of Turner, or the stippled textures of 
Seurat; the artist’s conventions for evoking atmosphere 
and transparency are brought into pla^e3_so that the 
shower of letters opens this flat collage plane to the in 
scription of /light/ as insistently as the /-holes wrote 
/depth/ acro^^the"surface of te brother. Moreover, the 
relation between these two elements, which couple m 
their physical gesture of'interlocking, creates precisely 
that kind of jaradigniatic_pair I r^erred to before as a 
structural prerequisite for linguistic meaning. If Ferdi 
nand de Saussure, the founder of structural linguistics, 
described meaning itself as “relative, oppositive, and _ 
negative,” he was insisting on this purely relational condi 
tion of signification, whh'^ homing to take on meaning 
only insofar as it is nqtj.s The couple Picasso produces in 
these scraps of discarded newsprint perform just such a 
system-which in linguistic terms is described as^iacnti- 
cal6 — as the one gets to speak of transparency in relation 
to the signified opacity of the othen This speech, this 
semiosis, marks the upper plane with the signified /light/, 
while the fs imprint the lower one with /depth/. But 
it must be stressed that both these surfaces are merely^ 
inscribed with these absent qualities, with a space, and 
luminosUjL that has literally heefi' banished from vi 
sion. And thus as the two actual planes of newsprint hold 
in a kind of vise-like grip the fitful stretches of draw 
ing that occur on the page between them, they never 
once slacken in their control of the image’s presenta 
tion of frontality, in the face of which the velvety pas 
sages of charcoal drawing achieve a kind of poignant

superfluousness.7And just like the case of the/-hole sign for /depth/, this 
newsprint sign for/Jranspa^c^M^ligM/Jiecomes^ 
Saple”of Picasso’s collage vocabulary, appearing again, 
and again in brilliant comhin^OTis.mdvari_aUons (see 

7 dlass andBottCe'^uze [P&B, p. 258]; Siphon, Glass, News- 
/ 'paper, and Violin [fig. 3]; Bottle on a Table [P&B, p. 266];

' Bowl with Fruit, Violin, and Wineglass [P&B, p. 270]; and 

Daix 548, 658).
Now if the analysis I have performed on this work seems 

t h e  mo t iv a t io n  o f  t h e  s ig n

convincing or compelling, if it seems to account, in a 
coherent, continuous reading, for most of the choices Pi 
casso has made, the rest of what follows will be of some 
matter, for it will probably seem that a change as momen 
tous as this one-a qhange not within the system of illu 
sion from one type to another, hut
whole renresentational system, roughly called iconic, to ^ | ^ 
g^^^i^nghlv called gymbolTc-must be accounted for. '
If on the other haHd none of this seems to have described 
what is going on in Violin, or to have added up to any kind 
of explanatory system, then none of the rest of what will he 
argued here is going to mean very much, because the 
proofs available for what follows are, sad to say, rather thin.
They take on density only in relationship to the demand 
one feels for this break to be explained.'

The extremely small group of scholars who have, in 
print, called this break by the name it’s been given here is 
composed of Jean Laude, Pierre Dufour, Frangoise Will- 
Lavaillant, Pierre Daix, Yve-Alain Bois, and myself..^ Of 
these, Yve-Alain Bois has entered a suggestion for a possi 
ble cause for the switch-over in late 1912 that transmutes 
Picasso’s late Analyti^utstill iconic vocabul^y into those 
procedures in collage that must be called linguistic. He 
has proposed that the intervention of African sculpture, m 
the form of the Grebo mask that served as the trigger for 
Picasso’s 1912-13 Guitar (fig. 4)> was a kind of precipitat- 
ing agent to reorgamze how Picasso coimeiyed_of_thg, 
^n^lT^ign—reshaping it not just as arbitrary_or_cpiwen^ 
tionaTbut as fully diacritical.9
“While I have no doubt about the role of the Guitar in the 

process of restructuring signaled by coUage, and thus of 
the impetus from African sculpture (fig. 5), I think that tl^ ‘
mnmentousness of this change cannot ^ exElained_^ ■>

^—   ________—-—--------------^ T-i* io i-r»

ll^
as thaton^ncounter would suggest. Which is to

-i^^rm^^^^^Ttome that somethinglarTnore continuous
and profound must have been at work in Picasso over 
a far longer period of time for such a change to be 
truly prepared for, or motivated. And in this I would^ 
further say that Braque is what scientists would call a 
control case. For, since collage heralds no such change 
for him, in that Braque’s use of collage elements nwer 
moves..bey^ the iconically structured signjowai^^ 
^yiibolicl^rfor'example, .fig. 6), whatever is there 
jiiTPicasso’s earlier. Analytic work that might have moti- 
/ vated the change in question is probably what is missing I 

from Braque’s.

I take it that Braque was a gentle and private person and 
thus that outbursts of anger were rare for him. His irate

lot-

I r- /
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4- Pablo Picasso. Guitar. Paris, [winter 1913-13], Construction of 
sheet metal and wire, 30V2 x 133/4 x7®/s" (77.5 x 35 x 19.3 cm). Daix 
471. The Museum of Modern Art, New York. Gift of the artist. 
(Color plate, P&B, p. 269)

response in 1935 to The Autobiography of Alice B. Toklas, 
called “Testimony Against Gertrude Stein,” seems, then, 
rather significant.Braque accuses her of getting various 
facts wrong—his example is that he never painted Marie 
Laurencin’s portrait as she said he did—and of not under 
standing French very well, and his-major polemic is that 
Stein’s account mistakes the collective nature of his and

Picasso’s Cuhism, which Braque calls their “search for the 
anonymous personality,” turning it instead into gossip 
about a star—Picasso—and his followers. Gertrude Stein 
is, in fact, extremely demeaning of Braque, saying that the 
first manifestation of Picasso’s Cubism anyone was able to 
see in the Salons was the one Braque painted for him and 
insisting that Cubisi^was Picasso’s invention alone." Now 
had Stein not been more precise about what she thought 
Picasso invented, none of this could have much resonance. 
But she was precise. She said that Picasso invented Cub 
ism in the Horta landscapes through the disjunction be 
tween the houses and their terrain.Later she made this 
more specific when she said that the landscape was 
curved and the houses cut across the curve; and she added 
that the struggle that began Cubism was “to express only

5. Kota reliquary figure. People’s Republic of the Congo. Wood, 
copper, and brass, 25" (63.5 cm) high. Private collection
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6. Georges Braque. Still Life with a Violin. [Sorgues, autumn 
1912]. Charcoal and pasted paper, 24x i8%" (62.1 x 47.8 cm). 
M.-F./C. 9. Yale University Art Gallery, New Haven, Connecticut. 
The Leonard C. Hanna, Jr., B.A. 1913, Susan Vanderpoel Clark, 
and Edith M. K. Wetmore Funds. (Color plate, P&B, p. 260)

the really visible things.”^3 But she insisted on the famous 
sentences; “Once again Picasso in 1909 was in Spam and 
he brought back with him some landscapes which were, 
certainly were, the beginning of Cubism. These three 
landscapes were extraordinarily realistic and all the same
the beginning of Cubism.”*4

Now no one really takes Gertrude Stein seriously in this 
claim that Cubism began at Horta. Practically everyone 
follows Kahnweiler when he says, “During the summer of 
1909 at Horta the new language of form was augmented 
but left essentially unchanged.”‘5 And the widely held as 
sumption is that the new language is that which

the nrecedm^ar, most preco^sly byjraflue_at 
fTSstaQue.^s But if fwish to dissent from this assumption 
and take Gertrude Stein more or less at her word, it is 
because what happens in Picasso’s Horta landscapes does 
not follow Braque’s L’Estaque paintings hut generates an

experience that needs to be seen as essentially different.
If we agree with William Rubin that the organization of 

the L’Estaque landscapes entails readjusting the open ex 
panse of spatial projection to a tighter concept of bas- 
relief, one “which moves downward and outward toward 
the spectator from a back plane that closes the space, 
with the shallow, interlocking density of the relief main 
tained by a use of possage that allows “planes to spill or 
‘bleed’ into adjacent ones,”*7 we can agree that this same 
notion of relief is continued and intensified in the land 
scapes Braque made in the summer of 1909 at La Roche- 
Guyon.*® And what we can say further is that the spatial 
conception is based on the creation of an even density of 
tilted and eliding planes over the whole of that uprighted 
ground, a kind of constant pressure of relief that indeed 
seems to respond to the evenly disseminated color-stroke 

of certain late Cezannes.
But this organization could not be further from the case 

foif^i^^oltpi the summer of 1909. There, in the instance of 
thTHUniorta de Aoro ~{fig. 7). although 

there is something we could call a relief plane—in the 
sense of what can he pointed to in Braque -jtjaeA-HoL 
coincidejyit>i-thc ,shane_olUhe-canvasTield, but takesui;
stead ffiec^figuration of a diamond, or lozenge form,— 
^ing to a point at the lower front edge of the painting. 
Many of the house forms in the landscape are clearly 
oriented toward this diamond, reinforcing their own sense 
of upended frontality by declaring their relation to it, and 
of course establishing the visibility of its lozenge shape by 
doing so. (The outward fan of the rooftop in the bottom 
center of the image thematizes, in a certain sense, the 
opening spread of the lower half of the diamond, the over 
all shape of which is made to read implicitly: [1] through 
the diagonal path at the lower left coupled with the treat 
ment of the faqade of the leftmost house-radically nar 
rowing, as it does, from right to left; [2] through the 
silhouette of the landmass that slopes upward from the 
midpoint of the left side of the canvas to end in the house 
centered near the top edge of the frame; [3] through the 
downward cascade of roof lines that terminates in the 
horizontal which articulates the midpoint of the painting’s 
right edge; and [4] least explicitly from a geometrical point 
of view but most convulsively from that of a normative 
sense of perspective, the diagonal vector set up in the 
lower right by the right-hand eave of the near, central

house.)
Now, if Picasso makes his relief plane from a lozenge 

rather than a rectangle, this, I would argue, is because a 
lozenge yields most readily to another set of geometries y

266 THE MOTIVATION OF THE SIGN



that can be mapped onto it. The diamond shape, with its 
axes drawn in—and within the shape’s implicit perimeters 
Picasso does indeed create a strong set of cross-axial vec 
tors to indicate the internal geometry of the form's— 
presents us with one of those visual puzzles with a long 
history in the game of spatial projection. It is a figure about 
which we can ask: Are we seeing a decorative object—four 
abutted triangular wedges—or are we looking at the four 
sloping sides of a pyramid? And if the latter, is this a 
concavity into which we stare, the receding walls of the 
spatial hollow that perspective diagrams; or is it a convex 
ity, with the point of a sohd projecting forward at us? 
Which is to say that Picasso’s “relief plane” has, in its very 
origami-like configuring, a trick up its sleeve in the form 
of a set of possible, interpenetrating but conflicting read 
ings, being, so to speak, a planfijadth a coUapsMe back. 
And when that back collapses, as if so very drmatically 
does in the great chasm of voluptuous darkness that

opens—full-blown in its modeling and without any possi 
ble pcssfl^e-like elision between the walls that channel 
this abyss—the experience for the viewer is precisely one 
of being centered exactly over the pyramid, suspended 
above it and looking directly down into its tip—the only 
orientation with regard to this shape that could produce 
the ambiguous reading I spoke of. If Gertrude Stein said 
that the houses cut across the landscape here, refusing to 
fuse with it, might she not have been describing just this 
effect of radical disjunction that takes place between, on 
the one hand, the experience of shape—frontal, rising, 
parallel to pieture and to plane of vision, the very stuff of 
what Leo Steinberg has (with a wink at James Joyce) 
called the diaphane®" —and, on the other, the experience 
of something that imperiously, vertiginously beckons, 
something that excavates deep into both painting and 
landscape ground. And if it is depth into which we look, 
suspended over the houses at Horta—as over the reservoir

7. Pablo Picasso. Houses on the Hill, Horta de Ebro. Horta de Ebro, summer 1909. Oil on canvas,
255/8 X (65 X 81 cm). Daix 278. The Mnseum of Modern Art, New York. Nelson A. Rockefeller Bequest. 
(Color plate, P&B, p. 134)

\
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(see Reservoir at Horta; P&B, p. 131)-and looking down, 
then that depth is conneeted to an angle of vision whieh is 
disjunct from th,e frontal rising field of the diaphane, the 
plane of vision. It is a depth which takes its cues from quite 
ratTotheTzOTe of the sensorium, for it is a depth that occursl 
when the ground gives way below one’s feet, a dejith that isl 
a function of^tQutdL. of th® carnal extension of one’s Body.' 
•^Trhis disjunction is, 1 would say, what Picasso took from 
Cezanne even more certainly than the lesson about the 
continuity of relief. For one of the anomalies registered 
again and again in Cezanne’s work is that as the percep-' 
tual array_swivels out of the strictly verticaTfield of the 
diaphane—the plane of vision parallel to the painter’s up-' 
■figKrTegard—and, approaching the place where he 
stands, it slides away from the visual and into the ground 
that is beneath his very feet, the painter is then forced to 
drop his head and to look instead at the zone of his own 
body. The break thereby opened in his orientation to the 
array cannot but make the visual and the carnal disjunct 
within the unified system of the painting (see, for exam-

8. Paul Cezanne. Still Life with Plaster Cupid, c. 1892. Oil on 
paper mounted on panel, 27*A x 22V2" (70 x 57 cm). Courtauld 
Institute of Art, London

T *- '(i'

9. Hilaire-Germain-Edgar Degas. Study for Edmond Duranty. 
1879. Charcoal or dark brown chalk, with touches of white, on 
faded blue laid paper, i2Vsxi8®/8" (50.8x47.5 cm). The 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York. Rogers Fund, 1918 
(19.51.9a)

pie. Still Life with Plaster Cupid; fig. 8). And it is this 
discontinuity bgtween-Yision and touch that is there to be 
seenhTcdzanne, a caesura which, I would argue, affected 
Picasso, as it never really entered the problematic of 
Braque.’^^ f
'tJne of the earliest examples of Picasso’s working tliis 

disjunction, in all its absoluteness, into his art, and track 
ing it systematically, so to speak, is the elaboration iimgoy 
of what Kahnweiler would refer to as “thread-like lines” of 
direction, those parallel striations of color that are often 

Idetltified as marking Picasso’s “African” style. In Picasso’s 
fascination with those marks, in his constant but varying 
recourse to them, we can see a comparison being made 
between the way parallel strmghtjines open onto two 
totally disjunct modalities of representation. In one, the 
sysfem of Western illuiiomsm, parallel hatching is the 
very mark of the oblique, of the swiveling of the plane from 
frontality into depth, and thus of the variation of shape in 
its changing relation to the angle of vision (fig. 9). In the 
second, parallel lines, etched permanently into their very 
ground, arB~aTunction of shape. The scarifications of the 
African body, they do not shift with the volume’s variable 
relation to light, but endure beyond all visual coi^tingency. 
Oscillating back and forth in relation to the significance of 
these striations—the frontal and immutable versus the 
oblique and contingent—and often using the two possibil 
ities w'ifhin the same image, although always carefully 
separating them, Picasso seems to be playing with the way 
one and the same set of marks can open onto two separate
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10. Pablo Picasso. Female Nude with Raised Arms. 1907. Oil on 
canvas, 24% x 16V4" (63 x 42.5 cm). Daix 54. Private collection

sensory tracks: one, a visual stratum, the other a tactile 
one; the first a registration ofthe frontality ofthe_ ogtical 
field, the diaphane, the second the descriptor of all those 
kinesthetic cues upon which the perception of depth de 
pends (see figs. 10,11). And in this oscillation what seems 
significant is this constant unraveling of what we can 
think of as the perceptual plenum, a disintegration of it 
into the unsynthesized possibility of two separate and 
separately marked sensory channels.

'The idea of separate channels is something that is sup 
ported by late nineteenth-century associationist psychol 
ogy in its insistence that the flat pictures formed on the 
•surface ofthe retina are shapes indifferent to depth—like 
a trapezoid which can variously be read as a two- 
dimensional figure or as a square seen in perspective—to 
which remembered tactile cues must be coupled in order

to aggregate the experience of a single perceptual whole. 
If Seurat welcomed such an idea, seeing in it the basis for 
conceptualizing a semi-autonomous realm of vision 
withm the human sensorium—two flat fields, retina'and 

"pTclure, mirroring each other’s structure—Picasso, I 
would argue, found such a notion extremely disturbing. 
Fcir^llowed to its logical extreme, it seemed to be claim 
ing that vision never has unmediated access to depth, that 
depth is something that in fact is never, directly, seen. And 
in this sense it brought Picasso to the very brink of an 
extreme' skepticism about vision itselE 
,'~We' can imagine a pencil* held parallel to our plane of 
vision. What we see is a bar with a pointed end—a shape 
given to us as simple extension. If we turn the pencil 
ninety degrees, so that it is perpendicular to our visual 
plane, what we see is not the five or so inches that begins 
closer to our eyes at one end and terminates at the far end 
of the object; what we see is a point into which that dis 
tance has been compressed. The skeptical argument about

II. Pablo Picasso. Study of head for Nude with Drapery. Paris, 
summer 1907. Tempera and watercolor on paper mounted on 
panel, i2^^'ieX9%8" (31x24 cm). Daix 87. Private collection
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depth reasons that vision registers extension only; that 
depth, because it is not a shape spread laterally across our 
visual field, is forever invisible. The mass of a given obj ect, 
according to this argument, may be accessible to touch, 
but for a stationary viewer, it will forever remain the phan 
tom property of a consciousness that must reconstruct it 
from intermediary sets of evidence. And thus without 
those added sets of clues or associations there is no way to 
distinguish—direct/j, from within the unmediated expe 
rience of vision—between the trapezoid and the square 
displayed in space.

I would contend that it is this sense of the indeterminacy 
of the visual as such that accounts for the way the flattened, 
almost floating shapes of the Houses on the Hill, Horta de 
Ebro are set to rhyme with their ^mond-shaped frame 
on the one hand, and the way the exaggerated, sensuously 
reared experienc'e of the~ freeTall into depth is"^- 
inessed'ardis'continuous with this diaphanic imprelsioiT 
on the other. I would further contend that this sense^f the 
withdrawal of the tactile or_carnal from the specifmally 
yisual^dj~rontaf field yyas experienced bj Picasso in the 
succeeding years, but never, I would argue, by Braque. ~ 
'%'iIi'Plcasso’slffiaryfic Cubism the cues that signal the 

two sensory strata—touch and sight—are kept rigorously 
separate, such a separation is a function of the logic driv 
ing this production, a logic erected on the premise that 
they are simply not transparent to one another. That such 
is not the case for Braque accounts for fiiose”stylistic differ 
ences that so many scholars have noted, even in the period 
when the work of the two is all but indistinguishable to the 
uninitia^ Braque’s conception of structuring the picture 
through the mechanism of transparent planes—his par 
ticular use o^qssagejo create a system of overlap in 
which yisionrand touch will be ^nctions of the same 
interlocking network—can be seen in the painting Tig 
made of Sacre-Coeur in late 1909 (fig. 12), where the pic 
torial thinking creates in everything but its palette a pre 
cedent for Delaunay’s Windows. Picasso’s painting of the 
same subject from the same place (fig. 15), even though 
unfinished, mkkes clear how resistant he is to what would 
later come to be called “simultanism.” For here we not 
only look straight on at the diaphanic veil of shapes, but 
are clearly going to be required to look downward also, to 
experience the gulfs between the buildings, when, from 
within another perceptual axis, the cityscape falls away 
from beneath us. Further, it is Braque’s conception of th^ 
possible transparracy betyyeeu_visiqn an^imh that de 
termines how, in 191 i^e will handle the areas of s^pplin^ 
that appear in both his and Picasso’s works from this thne.

For Picasso-given the “logic” I’ve been describing-this 
stipplingjqust continue to function as a cue for touch; it 
must in its close weave and density become an extenHon, 
no matter how truncated and transformed, of modeling. 
For in this way the meaning of its disloeatim from the 
planar profiles it abuts reads as an unmistakable evoca 
tion of touch wrenched apart from the planes whose obliq 
uity it is “supposed” to define. But Braque’s drive for 

_trmsparency^leads him to organize the analogous marks 
far moreflatly and decomiyely. Indeed Braqne’s transpar 
ency, which William Rubin believes Picasso to have been 
imitating when in the summer of 1911 he painted an Accor- 
dionist^eA would certainly win first prize in any Braque 
look-alike contest (fig. 14), is greatly enhanced by the use 
of stippling to create not patches of chiaroscuro in the 
manner of Picasso but areas of a Seurat-like even fall of 
light. It is not surprising that when Picasso writes to

12. Georges Braque. Le Sacre-Coeur. Paris, [late 1909]. Oil on 
canvas, 2i%xi6" (55^40-5 cm). Romilly 52. Musee d’Art 
Moderne, Villeneuve-d’Ascq. Gift of Genevieve and Jean Masurel. 
(Color plate, P&B, p. 151)
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Braque about the progress of this work, he refers to the 
stippling he will apply to it (“only at the end”) as a “Signac- 

• style treatment.”23 •
Now if it is true that Picasso did indeed develop a posi 

tion about the relationship between the painter and the 
visual array that is shaped by the deep skepticism about 
vision 1 have been describing, it seems also the case that 
this sense of a withdrawal of touch from the field of the 
visual was experienced by Picasso as a passionate relation 
to loss. That the carnal objecthood of the model was with- 
ffiawing progressively and that its loss was felt not as a 
triumph but as a kind of poignant tragedy is registered in 
Picasso’s art of 1910 an^igii by the way that work clings to 
th^uman fi^reTanat^ot just any set of figures but 
^gof hjs friends and liters. One of the greatest monu 
ments of this withdrawal is surely the portrait of Fanny 
Tellier (fig. 15). Conceived! in relation to the extremely

(Color plate, P£B, p. 150)

beautiful Corots that Picasso saw exhibited in the fall of 
1909, his enthusiasm for which led him to the trade with 
Uhde (whereby the dealer’s portrait by Picasso was ex 
changed for a Corot lute player), the 1910 Fanny Tellier 
resonates with this sense of consternation at the thought 
that the extraordinary unity of the sensory plennm ren 
dered with such directness md immediacy by CorotTi^no 
Itmger available tdTiiiriself.^4 IT we look ai the clisplace- 
hient of tKe~represmtation of voluptuous, velvety sub 
stance Trom the nude’s breast—the very form that should 
normally carry it to the empty space behind the figure, 
we are forced to compare a site of carnal pleasure now 
become merely a flattened, jagged shape hung away from 
the body arid^atch of “emp^” space now endowed with 
the qualities of delectability no longer imputed to the 
bodily form. And in the exquisite irony of that comparison 
we are led to experience something of the feelings that 
drove Picasso as he watched the outcome of his own visual 
convictions, as, that is, he watched depth and touch—what 
we could call the carnal dimensions—disap^ar, quite
literally, from sight, “s ~ -----------—--------

I therefore think we have to read Picasso’s declaration, 
made to Kahnweiler in June of 1912, that his “great love” 
for Eva Gouel will be transcribed into his work in the form 
of something “I will write in my paintings,” as a statement 
that is extraordinarily charged.“6 For it to have gotten to 
the point that the carnal dimension—depth—is so unavail- 
aMe to one of the most accomplished figure painters of his 
age that he must renderhis passion for a woman ^writing 
it oiThis pictures is certainly one of the great ironies in the 
lustory of illusionist painting..

But it is also one of the great watersheds.

In calling this essay “The Motivation of the Sign,” 1 have 
been crossing what may seem like semiological and psy- 
cholqgical wires. For in semiological terms the linguistic 
sign—registered by words like jo l ie  e v a  or ma To t je —is 

precis^ unmotivated, unlike the iconic sign which, in the 
axis of its'resemblance'to its referent, is.^7 An(J if by the 
summer of 1912 Picasso has come to the point where what 
he most wants to represent in his work is the very thing he 
has no means to depict directly, that is the point from 
which he embarks on “wrlting”~such a thing on his can 
vases. It is the place of embarkation on a journey into the 
exploration and invention for his art of the unmotivated 
sign^^ ~ ~~

This matter of motivating the sign, raised by my title, 
does not, then, refer to the import of the semiological turn
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14- Pablo Picasso. Accordionist. Ceret, summer 1911. Oil on 
canvas, 51V4X55V4'' (150x89.5 cm). Daix 424. Solomon R. 
Guggenheim Museum, New York. (Color plate, P&B, p. 190)

heralded by collage. Rather, it addresses the specific set of 
signifieds'fhat Picasso seems most insistently to organize 
ihlhe dpemng years of his exploration of collage. Those 
signifieds—/depth/ and /atmosphere/ or /light/—are in 
no way random, but are prepared for, motivated if you will, 
by the experience of the preceding five years. It was the 
entire meaning of the’“oblique—touch, chiaroscuro, 
warmth, light—that the frontality of shape progressively 
occulted and marginalized, driving it from the field of 
visual representation. And it is this meaning that will now 
be inscribed on the pictorial surface through the medium 
of collage: /turning/, /luminosity/, /transparency/, 
/obliquity/. The motivation for the sign is in this sense 
understgQj_j^s driven by that very carnality of-Eicas'so’s - 
connection to painting and its subject which Leo Stein 
berg explored in the essay “The Philosophical Brothel.”^®

It is not a biographical or psychological motivation—the 
love for this or that woman, or indeed for women—nor is it 
really a formal one. Let us call it a phenomenological 
motivation, a desire to articulate the most inwardly jelt 
•'exp_erience and to be able to objectify it at the level of the 
sign.

On awakening I prepared to reply to Henri van Blaren- 
berghe. But before doing it, I wanted to glance at Le 
Figaro, to proceed to this abominable and voluptuous 
act that is called reading the newspaper thanks to 
which all the unhappinesses and disasters of the uni 
verse during the last 24 hours, the battles that have 
cost the lives of 50,000 men, the crimes, the strikes, the 
bankruptcies, the fires, the poisonings, the suicides, 
the divorces, the painful residue of the emotions of the 
statesman and the actor, transmitted during our

15. Pablo Picasso. Girl with a Mandolin (Fanny Tellier). Paris, 
[late] spring 1910. Oil on canvas, 59'/!iX29" (100.3x75.6 cm). Daix 
346. The Museum of Modern Art, New York. Nelson A. Rockefeller 
Bequest. (Color plate, P£B, p. 157)
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morning feast for our personal use to us who aren’t 
even interested in them, excellently enter into rela 
tion, in a particularly exciting and tonic manner, with 
the recommended ingestion of several throatfuls of 
cafe au lait.

—Marcel Proust, “Pastiches et melanges,” 1907

For the several scholars and critics who have sought ji 
set of concepts in structural linguistics to describe not only 
what happens in (Picasso’s) collage, but its import as well 
for something like a general history and theory of repre- 
sentatioh, their position with’ regard to this collateral field 
Is sharply different from that of historians seeking to “ex 
plain” Cubism via ra-dimensional geometry, the fourth 

^dimension. X-ray photography, the ideas of Henri Bergson, 
etc.®9 For in the latter cases the contents of the neighbor 
ing field are understood as constituting what could be 
called a “master signified”: an idea—of space-time; of 
science’s ^cc^s to transparency; of the notion of the 
duree—which the pictorial elements come to illustrate, 
illustrate always understood, here, in its iconic function, 
that of picture. And indeed, were the terms set in train by 
structural linguistics—terms like “sign,” “signilier,” 
etc.—to be used in this way, we would once again confront 
the kind of iconological operation that those earlier sorties 
into the history of ideas produced. We would, that is, use 
the concept of the sign iconically, as a way of deciphering 
the referents schematically alluded to by various reductive 
marks occurring in a given work: the cascades of parallel 
curves to indicate the folded cloth of a sleeve; the long 
diagonal flanked by two tiny circles to convey the nose and 
eyes of a face.3" But in so doing, we would have ceased to 
be alert to the distinction that operates at the heart of all 
modern semiologies, including^ structural linguistics.

‘ This distinction, which cannot be overstressed, is the 
great gulf dividing the signified—the signifier’s Siamese 
twin in semiology’s structure of the sign—from thej’gfer- 
ent. The signified is a concept; the referent a (real) object, 

^n^ the point of this difference is that the signifier/ 
signified relationship means that the concept itself is not 
above the system that produces the sign as a component in 
a vast network of other signs; rather, the concept is a 
function of that same system, is affected by it. Which is to 
say’that the signifier is not a label that gets affixed to a real- 
world object to produce a code name for that object (a 
bottleV say); instead, since the signifier and the signified 
are produced in one and the same operation, the meaning 
of a word is as much a function of the phonological consid 
erations that produced its distinctions from its sonic

neighbors (bottle, throttle, battle), as it is a result ofjer-
ceptible differences in the field of reality (bottle, decanter,
- ~ - —

The condition of the master signified, on the other hand, 
is that it is outside the system—like the positivist truths of 
science in the field of radiography, or n-dimensional ge 
ometry. This is in distinction to the structural-linguistic 
signified, which is never beyond the system, cannot be so. 
And the consequence of its inclusion is that meaning is 
always mediated hvthe system: it is inevitably, irremedia 
bly, irrevocably, processed by the system’s own structural 
relations and conventions._____ _______

Thus tile impulse towardCgtmcturar^inguisticsTl^ the 
work of those writers who have acted upon it, is not the 
drive for a method for unpacking a style or a painting, for 
decoding it, so to speak, but is instead motivated byji wider 
consideration about the nature of renresentatioiks* That

"wider consideration is one oftotal resistance to a realist or 
a reflectionist view of art, namely, the idea that the paint 
ing or the text is a reflection of the reality around it, that 
reality enters the work of art with the directness of the 
image striking the mirror. And it is in view of that re 
sistance that (SetniologylS^welcomed as a way of demon- 
strating how, specifically, the structure 01 any sign- 
aether wor^ or image—always mediatesjhe real, con 
structing not an object—a referent—but j. signifiejl.

There is thukalanulyrf theories that the semiologically 
minded would be interested in, not just those bearing the 
names Saussure, Jakobson, Hjelmslev, or Martinet; and 
some of these theories were even developed as an attack on 
orthodox structural linguistics, although in that very at 
tack they nevertheless maintained thq integrity of repre 
sentation as the construction of a signified, of meanmg"as 
s'ometlnng jilways-already mediated by the operation^f^ 
the sigm Which of these theories one might turn to de 
pends, it seems obvious, on the nature of a specific histor 
ical problem.

Now one of the problems that confronts the historian 
when looking at the onset of papier colle in the fall of 1912 is 
the particular choice of materials used as additions to the 
drawing sheet For Braque to turn to faux-bois wallpaper 
would seem merely an expansion of the painterly surfaces 
he had already been exploring in works of his Analytic 
period (for example. Homage to J S. Bach; P&B, p. 215). It is 
thus less of a disruption than Picasso’s choice, in Novem 
ber and December, of newsprint. A variety of reflectionist 
readings have been offered to explain this latter choice. 
One is a Futurist-based reading that sees Picasso welcom 
ing the anti-establishment associations of industrial and
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relationship between the valnes of the speaker and those of 
the receiver which fills every utterance with a condition 
that is communal and reactive. “No member of a verbal 
community,” Bakhtin writes, “can ever find words in the 
language that are neutral, exempt from the aspirations 
and evaluations of the other, uninhabited by the other’s 
voice. On the contrary, he receives the word by the other’s 
voice and it remains filled with that voice. He intervenes in 
his own context from another context, already penetrated 
by the other’s intentions.”43

Jakobson
context

sender.......message..........receiver
contact

code

Bakhtin
object

speaker........utterance.........listener
intertext
language

relation—“the reaction that endows with personhood the 
utterance to which it reacts.’’^^ This is the intertext: the 
already given text to which one reacts and the reacting 
text being created.

There is another component to Bakhtin’s notion of di- 
alogism that needs very briefly to be mentioned. Since 
meaning involves community, in all the diversity of its 
members, dialogue will occur betweenjtype^of irreduci- 
bly different discourses, and the utterance can therefore 
•beriven by ffie confluence of different ages, professions, 
social classes, regional affiliations. This diversity Bakhtin 
called heterology, and he saw power as always working to 
reduce this heterology and to instate homogeneous 
speech. “In modern times,” Bakhtin’s analysis ran, “the 
flourishing of the novel is always connected with the de 
composition of stable verbal and ideological systems 
[church, absolute power] and to the reinforcement of lin 
guistic heterology.”47 Modernity in Bakhtin’s eyes thus 
runs toward a disruption of that unity, which in the field of 
literature he saw embodied in the form of poetry; the 
advanced guard of this disruption was the novel, which 
allowed for a plurality of voices.

If we compare the famous graph by Jakobson of the 
communications model of struetural lingnistics with the 
graph that Bakhtin used to critique it, we will see both 
Bakhtin’s agreernent with the FormaUsts’ concentration 
on the means of expression and his disagreement with 
their ideas about meaning.44 In the Jakobson mo3el we 
could imagine linguistie exchange working something 
like the communication between two telegraph operators: 
»ne person has a content to transmit (what Jakobson re 
fers to as “context”) and, encoding it with the help of a key, 
ends it through the air; if contact is estabhshed, the other 
3codes it with the same key, thus recovering the initial 
cntent. In refusing such a model Bakhtin states, “Semio- 

i prefers to deal with the transmission of a ready-made 
sssage by means of a ready-made code, whereas, in 
ing speech, messages are, strictly speaking, created for 
first time in the process of transmission, and ultimately 
■re is no code.”45 This is why Bakhtin replaces “mes- 

|.ge” with “utterance”'and “code” with “language.” But 
p substitution of “inteftext” for “contact” needs some 

re elaboration. For Bakhtin, contact—or the opening of 
; channel between speaker and listener—cannot be a 
piponent of the system he is modeling, because it is the 

’ medium of that system: without the shared horizon— 
Itial, lexical, ideological—there is no speech event. So 

component must be the form of the dialogical

Although this excursus into the history of literary-critical 
debate may seem somewhat digressive, I would like to 
suggest that, given the parameters of the interpretive con 
flict between so-called formalists and social historians 
of art, it might prove extremely useful to try to think 
about collage through the vehicle of Bakhtin’s model. For 
that model holds out a way of analyzing the social 
context’s immanence to the work of art: of seeing how the 
work, as a discursive event, interpolates the social not 
through an act of reflection, but through the medium of 
the intertext.

Suppose we follow Bakhtin in viewing any utterance, 
enlarged here to include aesthetic decisions—like the in 
terjection of newsprint within the pictorial medium—as a 
response to another utterance. If we do so, it will not be 
^ssible for us to think of such a decision as a direct 
reflection of a material, such as newspaper, or of a theme, 
suchas^pppulancultuce or the Balkan Wars, but rather as 
something always^already mediated by the voice, or utter 
ance, or decision,_of someone else: another speaking or 
^ting subject for whom this issue—newspaper—counts. 
"Now, on Picasso’s horizon, there were in fact two such 
subjects. One of them was Guillaume Apollinaire, among 
Picasso’s most intimate companions from the opening 
years of Cubism, and the incipient inventor of the cal- 
ligram; and the other was Stephane Mallarme, the poet
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whose star was rising over the late nineteenth century to 
shine into the twentieth with the light of an austerely 
defined Symbolist poetics. Because both of these had much 
to say on the subject of the newspaper, between the two of 
them we can trace the horizon against which Picasso’s 
utterance can find its discursive specificity.

Mallarme’s position set the newspaper in opposition to 
the]pboK7ffii?precious object defended by him as the great 
medium of poetic truth. The newspaper’s defects were 
various. Among them: that it presented to its reader col 
umn upon column of nionotonous gray typej; that its politi 
cal vocation meant tha't it organized its contents into a 
hierarchy dictated byjmwer—thus the lead article chases 
the advertising to a back page; and that (and this seems to 
be its worst offense) it confronts its readgjiwitb-Oie-mon- 
strous amorphousness of an open^^flat-sheet, as distinct 
from the precious foldSTriade available by the_pages of a 
book.48 And indeed Mallarme’s great poem Un Coup de des 
(fig. 16), organized as it is, so that poetic lines must be read

across the gulf of the book’s central fold, stands as an 
aesthetic reproach to this view of the crudeness of the 
newspaper form. Each of the three condemnations is, in 
fact, countered by the organization of Un Coup de des, in 
the way the typographic spacing and diversity refuse the 
monotony of the column of gray pri^nt^nd the dispersal of 
the poem’s title across the first eleven pages acts to inter 
weave the master typography of the ‘dieadline” into the 
protracted body of the text. This protraction, or attenua 
tion of a theme, held in a kind of musical suspension-across 
wave after wave of poetic sound, establishes the analogies 
with music that Mallarme wanted for his poetry (the rele 
vant comparison would obviously be Debussy’s similar 
kind of suspension of a single music chord or coloration 
throughout the length of a whole work). And if this tem 
poral attenuation is finally collapsed at the end of the 
poem, where the title’s boldface disappears from the last 
two pages and the poem conjures the image of the marks 
on the dice transposing themselves into the points of a
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i6. Stephane Mallarme. Two-page spread from Un Coup de des jamais n’abolira le hasard (Paris: E. Bonniot, 1914)
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starry constellation, this move is not meant to signal time’s 
freezing itself into the rigid present of the page of text. 
Rather it conjnres the text’s very transeendence of time 
through its aseension into the sphere of pure, disembodied 
concept.

To move from the universe of Mallarme’s book to the 
broadside of Apollinaire’s calligram “La Cravate et la 
montre” (1914; fig. 17) is to observe the opposition to Mal 
larme’s poeties that had been building over the years that 
separate 1897 from 1914. The temporality of the calligram 
is not that precious distention over page upon page of 
sound, but instead the insistent presentness of a single 
page within which the watch ticks off a kind of percussive 
cycle of numbers—mon coeur is “one,” les yeux marks 
“two,” I’en/ant is “three,” la main is “five,” and so forth.49 
Indeed the poem is about the specificity of its temporal 
present, speaking as it does of the poet, Apollinaire (whose 
point of view is represented by the watch), and his friend. 
Serge Ferat, personified in the necktie, who sit around a 
cafe table waiting for noon to strike so they can go in to 
lunch, with the poem’s climax reading in the physical 
center of the page in the words, “It’s 5 to 12 at last and 
everything will be over.”5<> Apollinaire, glorying in the 
very flatness of the p^e that Mallarme had despised^ 
dleaflybelieves that the typogr^hfc revolution, already at 
work in the pages of th^newspaper and on the surfaces of 
billboards and advertisements, has loosened up the sheet 
of print, allowing many different voices'to enter, creating' 
in fact a cacophony of tones and speakers. The space of the 
poem, whieh is also the circle of the eafe table physicalized 
by the page of the calligram in 1914, had already been 
mapped by the eonversation-poem ealled “Les Fenetres,” 
which Apollinaire wrote for a Delaunay exhibition cata 
logue in December 1912. There, sitting around a table 
Apollinaire spoke the opening line, “From red to green, all 
the yellow fades,” whereupon his friend Rene Dupuy sup 
plied a second one by saying, “When the macaws sing in 
their native forests,” to which Andre Billy added, “There’s 
a poem to write on the bird with only one wing.” The next 
line, which Billy added in recognition of Apollinaire’s anx 
iety over the lateness of his text was then, ‘We’ll send it by 
telephonic message.”3»

That the calhgram could capture this immediaey and 
heteroglossia of conversation in the Hat presentness of the 
single page,~ahd'thatThe newspaper itself offers a model 
fdr~iucE a congeries of events, seems to be Apollinaire’s 
position by the time he composed “La Cravate et la 
montre.” Indeed as early as “Zone,” the poem he wrote in 
the autumn of 1912, at the very moment Picasso was decid-
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17. Guillaume Apollinaire. “La Cravate et la montre” (1914), 
from Calligrammes: Poemes de la paix et de la guerre, igi}-i6, 
part 1: Ondes (Paris: Editions Gallimard, 1925)

ing to place newsprint inside the space of the collage, 
Apollinaire was declaring:

You read the handbills, catalogues, posters that sing 
out loud and clear—

That’s the morning’s poetry, and for prose there are 
the newspapers.

There are tabloids lurid with police reports.
Portraits of the great and a thousand assorted 

stories.5®

ROSALIND KRAUSS



If we now turn to that question of Picasso’s decision that 
we are trying to track here, we might see that its inaugural 
gesture, the collage with the words u n  c o u p d e  t h e  (fig. 
i8), reg^tefsTiis'decisIoh precisely as a dialogical event- 
just as Bakhtin would have predicted. One of the earliest of 
the newsprint papier colles, this work punningly signals a 
field skewered to the surface by a headline that slyly sum 
mons forth Un Coup de des in what is perhaps an ironic 
echo.53 Mallarme had thrown down the gauntlet and Ap 
ollinaire had picked it up; and collage, too, now responds 
to the notion of the newspaper as a medium—or the 
medium—of modernity itself. But though the Bakhtinian 
model encourages us to see Picasso’s decision as totally 
mediated by the issues formulated in the terms of the 
Mallarme/Apollinaire axis, the model leaves it entirely 
open as to which end of that axis Picasso himself supports;

i8. Pablo Picasso. Table with Bottle, Wineglass, and Newspaper. 
Paris, after December 4, 1912. Pasted paper, charcoal, and 
gouache, 24^/a x 18W (62 x 48 cm). Daix 542. Musee National d’Art 
Moderne, Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris. Gift of Henri Laugier. 
(Color plate, P&B, p. 265)

the dialogical response can of course be either a refutation 
or an identification.

Now, I would argue that for us to understand the specif 
icity of Picasso’s utterance—within the intertextual space 
of this dehate—we need to do two things: to trust our eyes 
about how the newsprint actually looks in this firefboutof 
Picasso’s use of it; and to undCTstand something about 
Picasso’s attitude toward Apollinaire’s embrace of the 
newspaper, so enthusiastically proclaimed in “Zone.”

If we do the second one first, the following' facts are 
relevant. Apollinaire’s conversion to what conld be called a 
Futurist repertoire of images—including the newspaper 
—was extremely sudden. In fact, in February 1912, when 
Apollinaire reviewed the first Futurist exhibition in Paris, 
he was rather cool to the movement—a reserve that re 
flected the fact that he had gone to the exhibition with 
Picasso and was influenced by the painter’s disdain for 
Futurism’s expressionist aspirations.34 But that summer 
Apollinaire received what could be called a “shock of the 
new,” delivered to him by Blaise Cendrars, an unknown 
poet just arrived in Paris who sent Apollinaire his poem 
“Paques a New-York.” It was in the light of Cendrars’s 
connection to both the passion and the brutality of the new 
metropolis that ApollinaTre, about'to publish his own col 
lected poetry under the projected title “Eau de vie,” sud 
denly realized the arriere-garde, lingering Symbolist 
quality of his own work. “Zone,” which he immediately set 
to writing and which appeared in his book as its first, 
explosive statement, is in fact something of a rewriting of 
“Paques a New-York,” just a&Alcools, the title Apollinaire 
would use for his book, is a revision of the much more. 
Symbolist “Eau de vie,” undertaken at the suggestion of 
Cendrars, who had a kind of genius for these punchy 
Futurist titles (as Kodak, the title of a subsequent book of 
his, suggests).55 Now if the shock of the new catapulted 
Apollinaire into the newspaper as a poetic space— 
Cendrars’s own “Transsiberian [Express]” (fig. 19) cele 
brates this columnar organization by early 1913—it also 
chnnged Apollinaire’s mind completely about the value of 
Futurism as an artistic movement. Siding mth'Marinetti 
about questions of Futurist poetics, Apollinaire wrote a 
manifesto for the jonrnal Lacerba in the summer of 1913 
(fig. 20), in which he says me r d e  to certain things and 
distributes roses to others, prominently the Futurist idea 
of “words in freedom.” And with his declaration that the 
ad|gctiye should be suppressed in poetry, Apollinaire 
gives his assent in this little broadside to Marinetti’s spe 
cific attack on Mallapnie’s poetics, the kind of attack that 
appears, for example, in the manifesto “Destruction of
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19. Blaise Cendrars. Lines 157-94 from the page proofs for the original edition of Prose du transsiberien (1913), 
corrected by the author. Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris
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a, b, c. Guillaume Apollinaire. “L’Antitradition futuriste”
15), in Oeuvres completes de Guillaume Apollinaire, ed. Michel 
caudin (Paris: Andre Balland et Jacques Lecat, 1966), pp. 877- 
This work first appeared as a broadside, in both French and 
Jan, in July 1915. It appeared again in French in Gil Bias 
igust 3, 1913), and then in Italian in Lacerba (September 15,
3).
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Syntax—Imagination Without Strings—Words in Free 
dom,” where Marinetti writes, “I oppose Mallarme’s 
choiee language, his seareh for the unique, irreplaeeable, 
exquisite adjeetive ... [his] static ideal.”56 

But this support for Futurism could not have seemed a 
very happy turn of events for Picasso, bringing with it as it 
did not only a refutation of Picasso’s own aesthetic distrust 
of the movement, but also and closer to home a sudden 
onrush of enthusiasm on Apollinaire’s part for all those 
artists who had been outside the charmed circle of Pi 
casso, Braque, and their poet supporters. Suddenly Ap 
ollinaire was living, in late 1912, with the Delaunays, 
running around Paris with Leger to look at the urban 

Tconography of billboards and street signs, and worst of all 
delivering, in October 1912 at the Section d’Or exhibition, a 
lecture called “The Dismemberment of Cubism.” Having 
said, “Possibly it is too late to speak of Cubism. The time for 
experimentation is passed. Our young artists are inter 
ested now in creating definitive works,” Apollinaire’s 
praise in his lecture for Delaunay, Leger, Duchamp, and 
Picabia could not have pleased Picasso.57 

That the Futurism suddenly taken up by Apolhnaire— 
who was to rebaptize it ‘Tesprit nouveau”—was not wel 
come to Picasso, is something we might suspect at a per 
sonal level; but it is also something that is registered in the 
extraordinary restraint and near austerity of the first 
group of collages that import newsprint into their midst 
(fig. 21; see also P&B, pp. 261-65, ^^66; and Daix 543-550, 
552-554). In fact, looking at those collages against the 
cacophonous model of the Futurist “words in freedom” 
(fig. 22), we get a sense of quite another conceptual world, 
one ruled by symmetry, clarity, balance—indeed the very 
kind of austere harmonics that we would associate not 
with Apollinaire’s position on the horizon we’ve been 
sketching, but in fact with Mallarme’s.

The suggestion that arises from the discursive space I 
have been filling in would lead one to conclude, I believe, 
that in late 1912 newsprint had initially to be recuperated 
by Picasso from a world of Futurist abandon to which he 
himself was extremely hostile. Yet recuperation means 
here not simply siding with Mallarme’s condemnation of 
the newspaper, but showing that the newspaper can, to the 
contrary, be made to yield—for the new art—the very 
qualities Mallarme condemned it for lacking. Thus with- - 
jout jettisoning its flatness and its columnar monotony, 
iPicasso deploys newsprint to create, at the level of the sign, 
■those precious aesthetic possibilities that Mallarme had 
insisted were the exclusive prerogative of the book: the 
capacity to figure forth the fold as that metaphysical “turn-
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21. Pablo Picasso. Bottle on a Table. Paris, after December 8, 
igi2. Pasted paper and charcoal, 25®/sx iSVs" (60x46 cm). Daix 
552. Collection Ernst Beyeler, Basel. (Color plate, P&B, p. 267)

22. Filippo Tommaso Marinetti. After the Marne, Joffre Visited 
the Front in an Auto (1915)1 tti Les Mots en liberte futuristes 
(Milan, 1919). Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale 
University, New Haven, Connecticut

ing” of the page that opens the work of art onto the abyss or 
chasm of meaning; and the ability to transmute the gray 
drone of the marks on the page into the very sign or 
constellation for Mght.

The intertext reveals, I think, the pressures on Picasso 
to embrace the materials that were now heralded by his 
tfrienJ^^inaire and by many others around him as the 
very stuff of I’esprit nouveau. But it also helps us see that 
Picasso’s very first embrace was so tremendously qualified 
as almost to appear a kind of rejection, as this material is 
reworked into what could be called a poetics of the sign. If 
Cendrars’s slogan had become “Poetry is in the streets,” 
Picasso’s response, in these incredibly balanced and patri 

cian works, seems to be, “Yes, it is in the streets, but what 
we must do is to make clear the sense that what is there ^s 
revealed to usjt the level ofjpoetry.” Thus if at this moment 
Picasso’s FioUn (fig. 1) sounds the notes of Apollinaire’s 
“Zone,” it does so by reminding his friend of the aesthetic 
rigor and pleasure of the transformation^operationsjbf 
the fold. t ¥c  opening of the dialogue, at this moment in 
November-December 1912, is not the necktie and the 
pocket watch but u n  c o u p d k  t h e . The dialogue will then 
continue from there and become much, much more com 
plex. And perhaps Bakhtin can help us with this burgeon 
ing complexity, but that is for a future discussion.
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NOTES

1. Hermann von Helmholtz summarized the positions of his 
Treatise on Physiological Optics (1866) in a popular lecture in 
1867, “The Recent Progress of the Theory of Vision,” in which he 
refers to the mechanism of association necessary to elaborate the 
empirical theory of vision (which “assmnes that none of our 
sensations give us anything more than ‘signs’ for external objects 
and movements, and that we can learn how to interpret these 
signs only by means of experience and practice”) as “unconscious 
inference” (see Helmholtz on Perception, ed. Richard Warren and 
Roslyn Warren [New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1968], pp. 99 If). For 
an assessment of associationism, see Jean-Paul Sartre, Imagina 
tion: A Psychological Critique, trans. Forrest Williams (Ann 
Arbor, Mich.: University of Michigan Press, 1972), pp. 19-36-

2. For a definition of paradigm as a structuralist concept, as 
well as a basic introduction to the field of semiology, see Roland 
Barthes, Elements of Semiology, trans. Annette Lavers and Colin 
Smith (1964; New York: Hill & Wang, 1967), pp. 58-88. Barthes’s 
The Fashion System (trans. Matthew Ward and Richard Howard 
[1967; New York: Hill & Wang, 1985]) is a full-scale attempt to 
articulate a paradigmatic network. More playfully, Barthes later 
describes the paradigm by means of the Argonauts’ vessel, “each 
piece of which the Argonauts gradually replaced, so that they 
ended with an entirely new ship, without having to alter either its 
name or its form. This ship Argo is highly useful: it affords the 
allegory of an eminently structural object, created not by genius, 
inspiration, determination, evolution, but by two modest actions 
(which cannot be caught up in any mystique of creation): sub 
stitution (one part replaces another, as in a paradigm) and nomi 
nation (the name is in no way linked to the stability of the parts): 
by dint of combinations made within one and the same name, 
nothing is left of the origin-. Argo is an object with no other 
cause than its name, with no other identity than its form” (Roland 
Barthes by Roland Barthes, trans. Richard Howard [New York: 
Hill & Wang, 1977], p. 46).
3. For the semiological classification of signs, see Barthes, Ele 
ments of Semiology, pp. 35-38.
4. Within semantics, the notational convention for indicating 
the signified of a sign is between slashes, as in /depth/.
5. Saussure writes, “In language there are only differences. 
Even more important: a difference generally implies positive 
terms between which the difference is set up; but in language 
there are only differences without positive terms”; or again, “put 
ting it another way, language is a form and not a substance” 
(Ferdinand de Saussure, Course in General Linguistics, trans. 
Wade Baskin [New York: McGraw-Hill, 1966], pp. 120, 122).

6. If structural linguistics uses the phonetic term “diacritical” 
to refer to its fundamental notion of system as the result of paired 
oppositions, this derives from Saussure’s discussions of phonol 
ogy in which the idea of a sound as such (p, say) is rejected in 
favor of a concept of sound already operating in systematic op 
position (for example, the voiced p of put in contradistinction to 
the unvoiced p of up). A brilliant treatment of the systematicity of 
sound is Joel Fineman’s “The Structure of Allegorical Desire,” 
October, no. 12 (Spring 1980), pp. 47-66.
7. That Picasso uses the collage elements to render passages of 
drawing—of modeling and of orthogonal meu-ks reminiscent of 
perspective—superfluous needs to be made explicit. The formal 
rhyming, for example, between the silhouette of the violin’s scroll 
and the newspaper shape that cups it saps the description of its 
illusionistic import. Similarly, the implacable visual parallelism 
between the two newsprint segments—their existence on the 
absoluteness of the flat surface—drains the orthogonal lines (for 
example, the ones moving between the left and right segments) 
of their capacity to organize convincing foreshortening.
8. See Pierre Dufour, “Actualite du cubisme,” Critique, nos. 
267-258 (August-September 1969), pp. 809-825; Jean Laude, “Pi 
casso et Braque, 1910-1914: La Transformation des signes,” inLe 
Cubism (Saint-Etienne: CIEREC, 1973), pp. 7-28; Frangoise Will- 
Lavaillant, “La Lettre dans la peinture cubiste,” in Le Cubism; 
Pierre Daix, Picasso, The Cubist Years, igo-/-igi6, trans. Dorothy 
S. Blair (Boston: New York Graphic Society, 1979); Rosalind 
Krauss, “Re-presenting Picasso,” Art in America, 68, no. 10 (De 
cember 1980), pp. 90-96; and “In the Name of Picasso,” October, 
no. 16 (Spring 1981), pp. 5-22, reprinted in Krauss, The Origi 
nality of the Avant-Garde and Other Modernist Myths (Cam 
bridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1985); Yve-Alain Bois, “Kahnweiler’s 
Lesson,” Representations, no. 18 (Spring 1987), reprinted in his 
Painting as Model (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1990); and 
Bois, “The Semiology of Cubism,” in the present volume.

Leo Steinberg’s “The Intelligence of Picasso,” though never 
published, is a lecture that he began to give in the spring of 1974 
(at the American Academy in Rome and at the Grand Palais in 
Paris) and has continued to transform ever since (I heard it in 
1978 at Columbia University). Using concepts from Saussure as 
well as from linguistics and rhetoric generally, the lecture in part 
analyzes the significance for Picasso’s early Cubism of the differ 
ence between the analogue sign (continuously traced from its 
referent) and the arbitrary, linguistic one.
9. See Bois, “Kahnweiler’s Lesson,” pp. 69-79.
10. Reprinted in Marilyn MeCully, ed., A Picasso Anthology:
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Documents, Criticism, Reminiscences (London: Thames & Hnd- 
son, 1981), p. 84.
11. Gertrude Stein, The Autobiography of Alice B. Toklas (New 
York: Vintage Books, 1961), p. 64. First published. New York: 
Harcourt, Brace, 1933.
12. Ibid., p. 90.
15. Gertrude Stein, Picasso (Boston: Beaeon Press, 1959) pp. 
15, 24. First published in French, Paris: Librairie Floury, 1938.
14. Ibid., p. 8.
15. Daniel-Henry Kahnweiler, The Rise of Cubism, trans. 
Henry Aronson (New York: Wittenborn, 1949), p. 8. First pub 
lished as Her llfeg-zumAufcwmus (Munich: Delphin-Verlag, 1920).
16. The fullest argument for the pioneering status of Braque’s 
L’Estaque landscapes is given in William Rubin, “Cezannisme 
and the Beginnings of Cubism,” in Rubin, ed., Cezanne: The Late 
Work (New York: The Museumof Modern Art, 1977), pp. 151-202. 
The grounds for this claim were subsequently opened to question 
and critique by Leo Steinberg in “Resisting Cezanne: Picasso’s 
Three Women,'” Art in America, 66, no. 6 (November-December 
1978) and “The Polemical Part,” Art in America, 67, no. 2 (March- 
April 1979), with a response from Rubin (“Pablo and Georges and 
Leo and Bill”) in the same issue.

It was not, of course, Kahnweiler’s position that Cubism began 
in the 1908 landscapes; he had placed its origins in the right side 
of the Demoiselles d’Avignon.
17. Rubin, “Cezannisme and the Beginnings of Cubism,” 
p. 165.
18. Ibid., p. 193.
19. Given the configuration of the lozenge:

its internal axes are established by Picasso through the vectors 
set up by the linear elements within the array of the houses. The 
vertical axis is postulated through the ridge lines of the roofs of 
the two central houses—the one that intersects the bottom edge 
of the canvas at the center of that edge, and the one located 
immediately behind this first; the horizontal axis is indicated by 
roof lines located just behind this second house to its right and 
left.
20. See Leo Steinberg, “The Philosophical Brothel,” October, 
no. 44 (Spring 1988), pp. 7-74; first published inArtNews, 71, nos. 
5-6 (September-October 1972).

James Joyce writes: “Ineluctable modality of the visible: at least 
that if not more, thought through my eyes. Signatures of all things 
I am here to read, seaspawn and seawrack, the nearing tide, that 
rusty boot. Snotgreen, bluesilver, rust: coloured signs. Limits of 
the diaphane” (Ulysses [New York: Vintage Books, 1961], p. 37).

21. To such a generalization about Braque, William Rubin 
obj ects, in the discussion following this paper, that a painting like 
Harbor (P&B, p. 113) displays the same break between the fore 
ground boats, which are seen from above, and the far houses, 
which rise vertically (p. 293). My answer would be that though 
there is such a disjunction in this painting, it is a function of the 
subject matter and as such is an anomaly in the artist’s produc 
tion. Indeed, faced a few months later with a similar theme 
(Harbor in Normandy, P&B, p. 126), Braque specifically avoids 
such an interruption and preserves the continuous parallelism of 
the representational surface with the plane of vision.
22. This paragraph is taken directly from my first attempt to 
sketch this notion of the role of sensory disjunction in the devel 
opment of Picasso’s work: “The Cubist Epoch,” Arfforum, 9, no. 6 
(February 1971), p. 32. There I tried to bolster the role of a 
skepticism with regard to vision by using Maurice Raynal’s refer 
ence to Berkeleyan skepticism in his 1912 “Conception and Vi 
sion,” reprinted in Edward Fry, ed.. Cubism, (New York: McGraw- 
Hill, 1966), p. 94.
25. Cited in Judith Cousins, “Documentary Chronology,” in 
P&B, p. 376.
24. Pierre Daix speaks of the importance of Corot for this work 
in his Journal du cubisme (Geneva: Albert Skira, n.d.), pp. 54-55.
25. Leo Steinberg writes, “Picasso, the boy wonder, had always 
known how to make objects look three-dimensional and how to 
breathe in the space between. Such magic feats were the routine 
of competent students in every accredited school of art. Picasso 
now [in 1908] asks—and with a gathering momentum of 
innocence—how this thing which everyone knows how to do can 
be done at all” (“Picasso’s Sleepwatchers,” in Other Criteria: Con 
frontations with Twentieth-Century Art [New York: Oxford Uni 
versity Press, 1972], p. 95). The problematic of depth—that is, of 
foreshortening, of turning in space, of the oblique, and the im 
plications of this for the backs of objects—has been a constant 
subject of Steinberg’s work on Picasso.
26. Cousins, “Documentary Chronology,” p. 395.
27. For Saussure’s discussion of the arbitrariness or unmoti 
vated character of the sign, see Course in General Linguistics, pp. 
111-22. See also Barthes, EZemenIs of Semiology, pp. 50-51. Sec 
tion 25 (“The Vestimentary Sign”) of Barthes’s The Fashion Sys 
tem contains a subsection headed “The Motivation of the Sign,” 
from which my own title is drawn.
28. The culmination of Steinberg’s analysis of Picasso’s Demoi 
selles d’Avignon reads: “The space of the Demoiselles is a space 
peculiar to Picasso’s imagination. Not a visual continuum, but an 
interior apprehended on the model of touch and stretch, a nest 
known by intermittent palpation, or by reaching and rolling, by 
extending one’s self within it. Though presented symbolically to 
the mere sense of sight, Picasso’s space insinuates total initiation, 
like entering a disordered bed (“The Philosophical Brothel,” p. 
63). Steinberg’s analysis has often been read as license to elabo 
rate an erotic iconography for the painting. It would seem less an 
iconographic analysis, however, than a phenomenological one
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(see my “Editorial Note,” October, no. 44 [Spring 1988], p. 5).
29. See Linda Dalrymple Henderson, “A New Facet of Cubism: 
‘The Fourth Dimension,’ and ‘Non-Euclidean Geometry’ Reinter 
preted,” The Art Quarterly, 54, no. 4 (Winter 1971), pp. 410-53, 
expanded in her The Fourth Dimension and Non-Euclidean Ge 
ometry in Modern Art (Princeton, N.J.: Prineeton University 
Press, 1983). Bergson and duration enter discussions of Cubism 
as early as Albert Gleizes and Jean Metzinger’s Du Cubisme 
(1912), particularly when they speak of changing “quantity into 
quality” (English translation in Robert Herbert, ed.. Modern Art 
ists on Art [Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1964], p. 7). For 
later literature, see Timothy Mitchell, “Bergson, Le Bon, and 
Hermetic Cubism,” The Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism, 
no. 36 (Winter 1977), pp. 175-83; and Robert Mark Antliff, 
“Bersgon and Cubism: A Reassessment,” Art Journal, 47, no. 4 
(Winter 1988), pp. 341-49. For the question of X-ray photography, 
see Linda Dalrymple Henderson, “X Rays and the Quest for Invis 
ible Reality in the Art of Kupka, Duchamp, and the Cubists,” Art 
Journal, 47, no. 4 (Winter 1988) pp. 323-40.
50. For a lengthier discussion of this point, see the essay by 
Yve-Alain Bois in the present volume.
51. Limiting references here just to those of us who have writ 
ten on Cubism, our further concern with representation as such 
has led to semiological considerations of abstract art, as in Yve- 
Alain Bois, “Piet Mondrian: New York City," in his Painting as 
Model, and the introduction to the same volume; or my “Reading 
Jackson Pollock, Abstractly,” in The Originality of the Avant- 
Garde and Other Modernist Myths (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT 
Press, 1985), pp. 221-43.
52. Thomas Crow, “Modernism and Mass Culture in the Visual 
Arts,” in Benjamin Buchloh, ed.. Modernism and Modernity 
(Halifax: Press of the Nova Scotia College of Art and Design), pp. 
215-64; reprinted in Francis Frascina, ed.. Pollock and After: The 
Critical Debate (New York: Harper & Row, 1985).
55. Robert Rosenblum, “Picasso and the Typography of Cub 
ism,” in John Golding and Roland Penrose, eds., Picasso in Retro 
spect, i88i-igj) (New York: Praeger, 1973), pp. 33-48.
34. Patricia Leighten, Re-Ordering the Universe: Picasso and 
Anarchism, 1897-1914 (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University 
Press, 1989), chap. 5. This is a presentation of the material in her 
earlier essay, “Picasso’s Collages and the Threat of War, 1912- 
1913” (ArtRulletin, 67, no. 4 [December 1985], pp. 633-72). David 
Cottington’s essay ‘What the Papers Say: Politics and Ideology in 
Picasso’s Collages of 1921” (Art Journal, 47, no. 4 [Winter 1988], 
pp. 350-59) insists that any literalist reading of the newspaper 
reports must be mediated through a conflicting social fact of the 
situation in which Picasso found himself in the early teens, 
namely, the restriction of his patronage to a small group of bour 
geois collectors, and the effect this has on the thematic tenor of 
the collages. See as well Cottington’s essay in this volume.
55. Leighten has been the most explicit about this. See, Re- 
Ordering the Universe, p. 11; and her “Editor’s Statement: Revising 
Cubism,” Art/ournaZ, 47, no. 4 (Winter 1988), p. 273.

56. The attack on the Russian Formalist school of poetics was 
opened in 1924 by Trotsky in “The Formalist School of Poetry and 
Marxism” in his Literature and Revolution, trans. Rose Strunsky 
(London: G. Allen & Unwdn, 1925), pp. 162-83.
57. The best introduction to the work of Bakhtin is Tzvetan 
Todorov, Mikhail Bakhtin: The Dialogical Principle, trans. Wlad 
Godzich (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1984). Dis 
cussing Bakhtin’s intervention in the debates between the For 
malists and the Marxist critics in the 1920s, Todorov says, “In the 
preface to Problems of Dostoevsky’s Poetics (1929), Bakhtin indi 
cates that his objective is to go beyond ‘narrow ideologism’ as 
well as ‘narrow formalism’; he uses almost the same phrase in 
the preamble to ‘Discourse in the Novel’: ‘The guiding idea of this 
work is that the study of verbal art can and must overcome the 
breach between an abstract “formal” approach and an equally 
abstract “ideological” approach’” (p. 35).
58. M. M. Bakhtin and P. M. Medvedev, The Formal Method in 
Literary Scholarship: A Critical Introduction to Sociological Po 
etics, trans. Albert J. Wehrle (1928; Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard 
University Press, 1985), p. 3.
59. Quoted in V. N. Voloshinov, Marxism and the Philosophy of 
Language, trans. L. Matejka and I. R. Titunik (New York: Seminar 
Press, 1973), p. 101; cited in Todorov, Mikhail Bakhtin, p. 43.
40. Bakhtin and Medvedev, The Formal Method, p. 67.
41. Voloshinov, Marxism and the Philosophy of Language, 
p. 122.
42. Or again Bakhtin writes, “I call meaning the answers to the
questions. That which does not answer any question is devoid of 
meaning for us___The answering character of meaning. Mean 
ing always answers some questions” (in Todorov, Mikhail 
Bakhtin, p. 54).
45. Mikhail Bakhtin, Problems of Dostoevsky’s Poetics, trans. 
Caryl Emerson (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 
1984), p. 131.
44. This analysis is based on that of Todorov, Mikhail Bakhtin,
PP- 54-55-
45. Ibid., p. 56.
46. Bakhtin, Dostoevsky’s Poetics, p. 246.
47. Mikhail Bakhtin, “Discourse in the Novel,” in The Dialogic 
Imagination, ed. Michael Holquist, trans. Caryl Emerson and 
Michael Holquist (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1981), p. 182.
48. Stephane Mallarme, “Le Livre, instrument spirituel,”. 
Oeuvres completes (Paris: Editions Gallimard, 1943), pp. 378-82. 
Christine Poggi summarizes Mallarme’s objections to the form of 
the newspaper in an essay that insists on a specifically Futurist 
embrace of commercial materials (including newsprint) by Pi 
casso, for his collages, and thus a pointed rejection of Mallarme’s 
Symbolist position; see Poggi, “Mallarme, Picasso, and the News 
paper as Commodity,” The Yale Journal of Criticism, 1, no. 1 
(1987), pp. 133-51. My rather different conclusions are developed 
below.
49. See Tom Conley, “Lyrical Ideograms,” in Denis Hollier, ed., 
A New History of French Literature (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard
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University Press, 1989), pp. 847-49.
50. “n est-[moins] 5 enfin / Et tout serra fmi”
51. Francis Steegmuller, Apollinaire, Poet Among the Painters 
(New York: Farrar, Straus, 1981), pp. 256-58.
52. “Tu lis les prospectus les catalogues les affiches qui chan-

tent lout haul
Voila la poesie ce matin et pour la prose il y a les journaux
II y a les livraisons a 25 centimes pleines d’aventure 

policieres
Portraits des grands hommes et mille litres divers 

55. Robert Rosenblum was the first to make this connection, 
echoed ever since in the literature on Cubism (“Picasso and the 
Typography of Cubism,” pp. 55-36). Rosenblum was careful to 
include a source for Picasso’s knowledge otUn Coup de des, which 
was not published in book form until 1914. It had been published, 
however, in the May 1897 issue of Cosmopolis, where, most Ap 
ollinaire scholars agree, the young Apollinaire would have en 
countered it. Since many of Apollinaire’s activities (for example 
his position in 1908-09 as critic on La Phalange, a literary review 
edited by a Mallarmean, Jean Royere) connected him not just 
with Symbolism in general, but with the Mallarmeans in particu 
lar, this youthful encounter was undoubtedly prolonged. The 
fame of Un Coup de des was such that Thibaudet’s 1915 book on 
Mallarme focused on its analysis. See Scott Bates, Guillaume 
Apollinaire (New York: Twayne Publishers, 1967), P. 76; and 
Cecilly Mackworth, Guillaume Apollinaire and the Cubist Life 
(New York: Horizon Press, 1965), pp. 16, 96.

As he will in the discussion following this paper (p. 292), Kirk 
Varnedoe—in his catalogue text for High andiow—objects to the 
overly literary cast of the idea of a reference to Un coup de des by 
Picasso here: “Or (since Picasso’s French at the time was laugh 
able, and the chances that he had read the poem, as opposed 
simply to knowing its title, are slim) the strategically omitted 
letters may have conjured something more prosaic, associated 
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